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…………….and our Chancellor would like some of it. (From The Daily Telegraph,
14 Oct 2013). This very impressive Chinese Dragon has been only slightly
westernized (long nose, hint of fire-breathing, feet) and cleverly incorporates stars
from the Chinese flag on his sides. This picture was also sent in by Phil & Maria
Hewitt, to whom our thanks are due.

JOURNAL SCAN
The New Zealand ARMORIST No. 128, Spring 2013 (i.e. October) has Sea-Lions
in the arms of Paul Langan, Salamander supporters on the arms of Lord Freyberg (all
in colour, which we will hope to show in a later issue), and a demi-dragon crest for
Roddy Llewellyn.
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A Sphinx from an Ancient Greek Cup

SOME GREEN BASILISKS AND OTHER MONSTERS

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

Saint Wolfgang was a 10th century Bishop of Regensburg whose feast day falls on
the 31st of October, a day better known as Hallowe’en, the Eve of All Hallows or All
Saints Day. In recent years Hallowe’en has become a highly commercialised festival,
and Wolfgang is largely forgotten, though he has an entry in James Bentley’s
Calendar of Saints (1986), where he is described as a brilliant teacher becoming a
Benedictine monk at Einsiedeln before being given the See of Regensburg by the
Emperor Otto II. There he introduced many reforms and, according to legend,
performed many miracles.
The Ancient Greek Sphinx on the cover is just one of many semi-human creatures
from Greek mythology. Christopher Howse, in his Sacred Mysteries column in The
Daily Telegraph of 12 October 2013, recounts how St Antony set off into the desert
in search of the aged Paul the Hermit and met a Centaur who showed him which way
to go, according to the writings of St Jerome in about 375. Next he met a creature
with a snout, a horned forehead and extremities like the feet of a goat., which proved
friendly and offered him some dates to
eat. Asked who he was, the goaty
creature said: “I am a mortal being and
one of those inhabitants of the desert
whom the Gentiles, deluded by various
kinds of error, worship under the names
of fauns, satyrs and incubi. I am sent to
represent my tribe. We pray you on our
behalf to entreat the favour of your Lord
and ours, who, we have learnt, came
once to save the world.” Antony,
surprised to understand its speech, was
moved to tears of joy at its words. St
Antony did succeed in finding Paul,
being fed by ravens, but, Howse asks,
what are we to make of this faun? The
rest of the column deals with the way
that fauns and satyrs were treated during
the middle ages and beyond, with
reference to various church carvings and
associated religious beliefs. Here is one
playing the pan-pipes, their instrument of
choice (right – thanks to Keren).
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David Vaudrey sent the arms of the Earl of
Westmeath some time ago, which we showed in
No 83, but only in silhouette. He has now
supplied a full colour version, and very splendid
they are. The first quarter is the Nugent family
arms, the second is for FitzJohn. The third looks
more like a Wyvern than a Basilisk, but help in
identifying this and the fourth quarter would be
appreciated. Both the Tuite and De Lacy families
are said to be related, so they may be these.
David also supplied a postcard with the arms of
the French town of Sarlat, with its Salamander
(right).
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MORE MISERICORDS

ON CLAIRVOYANCE

Philippa Sims visited St Mary’s Priory in Old
Malton in Yorkshire and found in the choir stalls
a set of thirty-five misericords of which several
depicted monsters, or ‘composite creatures’ as
the leaflet describes them. A few were original
15th century carvings, but the rest were 19th
century additions, introduced by Temple Moore
during his restoration of St Mary’s in 1880, done
very much in the mediaeval style. One of the
earlier ones shows a Griffin facing east (right),
but the rest of the monsters are more recent (a
selection shown below).

Many people seem to think that clairvoyance is the ability to ‘see’ physical objects
that are actually out of sight, but I believe that it is a faculty that some gifted people
have to perceive spiritual beings and understand their working. Rudolf Steiner is one
such, who has given us descriptions that are breathtakingly detailed of the heavenly
hierarchies, of nature spirits and other non-physical beings . One example was his
treatment of the many half-human creatures that abound in Greek mythology – satyrs,
sirens, sphinxes, centaurs, harpies, mermaids and the rest. He explained that these
were nature spirits that had once attempted in the course of evolution to become
human, but had failed to complete the task, and that early Greek clairvoyants had
become aware of them and had described them well enough for them to take a place
in Greek legends. Of course, other explanations of these semi-human creatures are
now available. Some think they were merely intellectual constructs, designed to
represent some mixed notion or other. Modern heraldry is full of such hybrids, so it is
not unreasonable to suppose that the ancients might have done the same. Then again,
materialists believe that many such odd creatures resulted from imperfect observation
of real beings, so that Scythian mounted archers, moving as one with their horses,
were mistaken for centaurs, or a mixed set of fossil bones might be reconstructed as a
sphinx or a harpy. But I prefer to believe that there were gifted people who could
read visions of the dreamworld. Both Ezekiel and Saint John describe visions which
include fabulous beasts, and there must have been others in the Ancient Middle East
who left descriptions of the struggle between Marduk and Tiamat, the strange Sirrush
at the Ishtar gates of Babylon, and Lamassu, the huge man-headed winged bull.
Another example is the Scorpion-man, symbol of the god Ishkhara, from a boundary
stone in Babylon (below, sent in by Marc Van de Cruys). If these were not the result

CORRESPONDENCE
Cathie Constant sends lots of good things, stamps with
dinosaurs, sailing ships and classic cars, but this Dragon on
her writing paper (right) clearly shows its serpentine
origins and is a good example of Chinese art.
Gregor Macaulay informs us that the two-headed birds in
the bookplate shown in our No 151, p 6, are kiwis from the
arms of Greg Morgan, a New Zealander.
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of clairvoyant perception in the dreamworld, we are left with the arid view that there
is no such thing as clairvoyance and that the spiritual world and everything in it is the
result of idle fantasy. Perhaps some people prefer it that way. And there are some
who think that Rudolf Steiner, apart from being very well read, had an extremely
vivid imagination.

PLAYING WITH MONSTERS

THE DRAGON AT MAMETZ WOOD

On Friday 7 July 1916, Welsh troops attacked and captured Mametz Wood in France
on their second attempt, suffering heavy casualties. In 1985 it was decided to erect a
memorial on the spot, and David Peterson was commissioned to make a Welsh
Dragon to stand on top of the stone column, which he did, using Welsh steel.
Anthony Jones, who sent the picture and the information about it, says it is the most
magnificent Dragon he has ever seen, and our thanks are due to him for bringing it to
our attention.
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Leslie Hodgson found this playing card, one of a pack of 52 cards, engraved in 167577 by Richard Blome, dedicated to the 2nd Duke of Albemarle, and giving a complete
teaching course in heraldry. Other cards in the set include the arms of His Majesty, a
woman, a Duke, a Marquess, an Earl, a Viscount, a Baron, a Baronet, a Knight and a
Gentleman, each on a single card, while the rest are multiquartered as are the
Monsters, and cover the Ordinaries, sub-ordinaries, different charges and
arrangements of celestial things, vegetables, the lion, four-footed beasts, flowers and
fruit, parts of humans, parts of animals, monsters (as above), naval things, military
things and so on. The Monsters include a couple of Griffons, a Wiverne with a very
long tail, a Cockatrice, a Reremouse (is a bat a monster?), two Harpies, a Mermaid
and a Dragon. Presumably the Unicorn was not considered a Monster, but rather a
real if elusive animal.
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